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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Language Guide

WORDS MATTER
EKU exists to provide opportunity for people from all walks of life and serve as a positive force for
change in Kentucky and beyond. That’s a big mission, but we accomplish it on a small scale — by
providing a welcoming, supportive community that connects with students one-on-one and pushes
them to be their best.
When communicating as a representative of EKU, it’s important to keep that mission — and
your personal role in it — in mind. This guide, a production of EKU Communication and Brand
Management, can help you speak and write authentically, positively and passionately. Use these
tips to inform your communication, and you’re sure to have an impact and uphold EKU’s values.
Learn more at brand.eku.edu
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THE EASTERN EXPERIENCE
No two Colonels’ Eastern Experiences are exactly alike. However, there are commonalities
— shared virtues that bind us together. In the course of its research, EKU Communication
and Brand Management has asked many students and alumni what they love about EKU.
These are the most common answers. Feel free to borrow any of the language used in this
guide, or use it to inspire your own.

EKU PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL
EKU provides students with the resources to succeed regardless of wealth, status, race,
gender or other characteristics. The service region comprises some of the poorest counties
in the nation, and 85 percent of students qualify for some type of financial aid. Additionally,
65% percent of Colonels are first-generation, low-income or both. An EKU education levels
the playing field for students from all walks of life, and the diversity of backgrounds and
experiences on campus truly prepare students to succeed in a diverse world.

EKU FEELS LIKE HOME
Eastern is distinguished by its tight-knit community centered on The Campus Beautiful.
It offers a supportive environment where people feel challenged, yet safe enough to try new
things. Students’ circle of friends and mentors are as big or small as they want them to be.
Regardless, everyone seems to know everyone. Colonels can’t walk across campus without
seeing a familiar face, and they don’t have to look hard to find encouragement.

EKU PROFESSORS CARE
EKU is a school where teachers teach, and where you won’t find a 500-student lecture hall.
A 15:1 student-faculty ratio allows teachers to give students the personal attention they need.
EKU professors are more than teachers — they are experts in relationship building. They make
themselves available and get to know students on a first-name basis. Faculty members expect
a lot from students, but also give them the tools, knowledge and encouragement they need to
succeed. EKU doesn’t believe in letting a student fall through the cracks.

EKU PROVIDES A TOP-NOTCH EDUCATION
Eastern punches above its educational weight class, providing hands-on, thorough instruction
that can go toe-to-toe with some of the most expensive and prestigious schools in the nation.
It is nationally recognized in a number of crucial fields, including criminal justice, business,
nursing, aviation, education and much more. EKU alums are CEOs, NASA engineers, doctors,
actors, inventors of technology like GPS and much more. They’re also everyday heroes —
teachers, first responders, social workers, nurses and more.

EKU CARES ABOUT KENTUCKY
About 90 percent of EKU students are Kentucky residents, a greater percentage than any other
public university in the Commonwealth. EKU is a lifeline to many disadvantaged communities
in the region; students come for an affordable, quality education and graduate to provide
vital services to their communities. Three out of four EKU degree holders work in the state of
Kentucky, also the highest percentage of any public university.

BEING A COLONEL
What does it mean to be a Colonel? Colonels are people who study, work, learn, play and
live at Eastern Kentucky University. And that no longer includes just the students on campus.
Hundreds study at regional campuses and learning centers, and thousands log onto EKU
Online from Richmond to China. A Colonel is more than a mascot — it defines the character
of those who are part of the Eastern Experience. Colonels:

4Lead with compassion
4Let their actions speak louder than words
4Display good sportsmanship
4Aren’t afraid to get their hands dirty
4Have the courage to care
4Believe in tradition

THE CAMPUS BEAUTIFUL
EKU’s photogenic campus is an important part of its identity as a University. The Richmond
campus has earned the nickname “The Campus Beautiful” through a combination of natural
beauty, historic architecture, and modern facilities and amenities. However, The Campus
Beautiful is about more than buildings, streets and trees — it describes the welcoming,
optimistic community of Colonels.

COMMUNICATION BASICS
Our goal is to have a consistent, engaging voice across University communications.
Any time you communicate on behalf of EKU, there are some important elements of
communication to keep in mind.

Tone

TAGline

Audience

TONE

Tone is the attitude with which you address someone — your word choice and verbal
inflection are the best indicators. Different audiences require different tones, but some
qualities should stay consistent.
4Be authentic, but measured. Be honest and candid, but stay positive and try to avoid
controversial subjects.
4Be authoritative, but kind. Be an expert in your field, but respect others’ thoughts
and opinions.
4Be helpful, but humble. Guide others by answering their questions, but don’t sound
like a know-it-all.
4Be conversational, but concise. Speak and write as you’d talk to a close friend, but
don’t be long-winded — get to the point.
4Be inspirational, but down-to-earth. Influence others by sharing big ideas, but don’t
make unsubstantiated or impossible claims.

Most importantly, be welcoming and excited — particularly when
communicating with potential or incoming students. We’re known as Kentucky’s
most welcoming campus and our communication should reflect that. Avoid the
tendency to sound like an instruction sheet or a handbook. Let students know you
can’t wait to see them in class or help them on their college journey.
Note: Colonels are clever, but be cautious of using humor in the written word, particularly
on social media. With diminished ability to communicate tone in writing, your words could
easily be interpreted as hurtful.

EKU’S TAGLINE

EKU doesn’t have an official tagline. However, over the years, some phrases have routinely
surfaced in University communications that describe various aspects and goals of the University.
It is okay to use these and others in any official communication:
4The School of Opportunity
4The Campus Beautiful
4Go Big E
4Kentucky’s University
4Student Success is Our Passion
Additionally, individual campaigns and initiatives may have their own theme, such as the
Admissions theme, “Your Time Is Now.” Communications and Brand Management uses
the phrase “Be a Colonel” in paid marketing. For help developing a theme, contact EKU
Communications and Brand Management.

AUDIENCE

As a representative of EKU, you could find yourself talking to students, prospective students,
parents, alumni, high school guidance counselors, donors and many others. Adjust your message
accordingly based on what your specific audience wants to know. Start by asking:
4Who is my audience?
4What is my purpose in communicating with them?
4What information do I want to include?
4What information matters most to my audience?
4What channels would be best to reach them?
Once you’ve answered these questions and have a draft of your communication, read it sentence by
sentence, and ask:
4How might they react to what I’m saying?
4Could I be more concise?
4Is what I’ve said easy for them to understand?
4Does it address what my audience wants to know,
not just what I want to tell them?

BE POSITIVE

When you’ve finished writing, read over each sentence with an eye on making it more positive.
For example, don’t say “Graduation is a time when Colonels are nervous and unsure of the future”
when you can say “Graduation is a time when Colonels are excited to take on the unknown
challenges ahead.” Sometimes a simple word change or restructuring a single sentence can turn
an ordinary written communication into an inspiring one.

WRITE FOR EVERYONE
Academics love words. However, when communicating with large, general audiences, it’s best
to write in a way that requires the least possible effort to read. Write like you would tell a story
to a family member or close friend. With a few minor edits, you can say the same thing more
directly. Here are some examples of “University language” compared to more concise ways to
say the same thing.
Wordy: At EKU, we aspire to assist our veteran students to acclimate from military service so
they can enjoy a successful college experience.
Direct: EKU helps Veterans successfully transition from military service to college life.
Bureaucratic: As a school of opportunity, Eastern Kentucky University fosters personal growth
and prepares students to contribute to the success and vitality of their communities, the
Commonwealth and the world.
Conversational: As a school of opportunity, Eastern Kentucky University helps students
succeed and make positive changes in their communities, Kentucky and the world.
Passive/Run-on: Whether you’re a first-time college student or continuing a previous path
and would like to finish your education, EKU offers a first-rate traditional college experience,
regional campuses and many online programs, so you can earn your degree in a way that’s
most comfortable and convenient to you.
Active/Concise: New and returning students can choose to study on EKU’s main campus,
regional campuses or online.

HOW TO REFER TO THE UNIVERSITY
You may notice that when talking about the University, sometimes people call it “EKU,”
sometimes “Eastern” and sometimes “Eastern Kentucky University.” The campus community
or student body are often referred to as “Colonels.” This may seem confusing, but there are
occasions for each one.

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
This is the formal name of the institution. It should be used on
first reference in any official University communication, and when
communicating about hallmark events or moments that define
EKU to others.
Example: “Eastern Kentucky University awarded 2,500 bachelor’s
degrees during its fall commencement ceremonies.”

EASTERN
“Eastern” is an affectionate, colloquial reference to the
University. Other regional Kentucky universities such as Northern
and Western, have used similar identifiers. This is an acceptable
reference when communicating among friends, alumni and the
campus community, but limit its use in official communications.
Example: “There is an intense rivalry between Eastern and
Western.” Or, “I loved my time at Eastern.”

EKU
This is probably the most common reference to the University.
It can be used in almost any circumstance. However, if you are
speaking to an audience that has not heard of or knows little
about EKU, use the full name on first reference.
Example: “EKU has a student population of more than
16,000 people.”

COLONELS
The Colonel is the mascot of the University, but it’s more than
that — it is a symbol of what the campus community stands
for. When talking to those familiar with the mascot and the
University, it is okay to refer to a student, employee or alumnus
as a “Colonel,” or the student body or a specific group (such as
a sports team) as “Colonels.”
Example: “I’m a Colonel, you’re a Colonel, we’re a family.”

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media has changed the culture of how we communicate. As a university, it’s important to
meet students where they are by embracing social media. However, the ability to communicate
instantly and directly comes with some potential pitfalls. Here are some tips to use social media
wisely. For more, download EKU’s social media guide at brand.eku.edu/resources-guides.

BE CONVERSATIONAL

Social media is just one long conversation, so don’t get too formal — write the way you would
speak to your followers face to face. However, use caution — especially when trying to employ
humor. Tone of voice doesn’t translate over text, and it’s easy for a joke to be misconstrued or
come across as hurtful or insensitive.

BE RELATABLE
Write like your target demographic. When on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, feel free to use
abbreviations, hashtags, clipped words and even emojis. Spend time reading your followers’
feeds to get a better idea of how they talk to each other.

BE ENGAGING

Social media isn’t just about reaching your audience. It’s about engaging with them. Craft
your messaging to invite your followers to respond. Be specific to each platform — Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and Snapchat have their own languages and tone. Tag other official
University accounts. For example: ”Schedule your visit at @EKUAdmissions.”

BE URGENT

If you want your audience to engage with you, show them what they need to do. Where
appropriate, use words like “need” and “now” to inspire your followers to take action.
For example: “Apply Now!”

BE PHOTOGENIC

Images are more eye-catching than a block of text. The platforms most popular with kids and
teens, such as Instagram and Snapchat, don’t allow for text-only posts like Facebook or Twitter.
Start your post with a great photo, like a Campus Beautiful shot or brand-compliant graphic, and
build your messaging around it.

#HASHTAGS
Hashtags are common language on social media and a useful way to promote your
organization. Users can search hashtags to find posts related to certain topics, movements,
brands and places. EKU has some designated hashtags, and there are others you shouldn’t
use on official University channels.

HASHTAGS TO USE
#GoBigE

#EKUPrograms

#EKU

#EKUIntern

#EKUPlaces

#EKUOR18 (year, for orientation)

#EKUBuilds

#EKUAviation (or other program name)

#EKUSports

#EKUSpotlight

#EKUPeople

#FutureColonel

#CampusBeautiful

#HealthyEKU

#BigEWelcome

#EKUAbroad

#EKU22 (grad year)

#Colonels

#EKUArchives

#EKUSummer

HASHTAGS YOU SHOULD NOT USE
#GoKerns				

‘Kerns’ isn’t an official term for Colonel — spell it out.

#RollKerns				

‘Roll’ is a reference to another university’s mascot.

#EasternKentuckyUniversity This is too long; hashtags should be short
and easy to read.
#Eastern				

This hashtag has associations other than EKU.

#easternkentucky			

This describes a whole area and isn’t specific to EKU.

Still unsure about how to use social media effectively? Have other questions?
EKU Communications and Brand Management is happy to consult with you!
Visit brand.eku.edu for more information.

YOU’RE ALL SET
Now you have a great foundation for the language you can use to represent EKU
effectively. Use it as you write and speak about EKU every day. Tell everyone what it
means to be a Colonel.
If you have any questions, contact EKU Communications and Brand Management.
We’re a group of wordsmiths, artists and techies who are standing by to help you
optimize your communication.
BRAND.EKU.EDU
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